DISCIPLESHIP

AS A TREE
A core concept of the DWCC

Psalm 1 paints the picture of a healthy tree, planted by streams of water. This image is the
psalmist’s depiction of a mature and healthy follower of God. The tree gives us an image
of growth and discipleship that makes sense. When we have joined with God in the work
of tending to our roots, developing a healthy trunk through the development of spiritual
rhythms and soulful practices, and we have allowed God to grow us and stretch us, we will
see good fruit. This is the work of sanctification whereby the Holy Spirit is making us more
and more like Jesus.
“The fruit of the Spirit is a gift of God, and only He can produce it. They who bear it know
as little about it as the tree knows of its fruit. They know only the power of Him on whom
their life depends.” -Dietrich Bonhoeffer

ROOT FORMATION: TRAUMA & LOSS
Discipleship begins with our roots. These
roots have largely been formed and
developed by our brain through early
childhood experiences, trauma, attachment,
and loss. These events (or non-events) alter
the way our brains form and can lead to
unhealthy ways we cope with the world
around us in an attempt to keep us
safe. As such, discipleship must begin
with our roots, with our experiences of
trauma, loss, and an understanding of
self.

TRUNK: CORE RHYTHMS

The trunk of the tree is all about habit
formation; it’s about rhythms and practices
that are life-giving and righteous. Healthy
trees are mighty and strong, images which
derive not only from a healthy root system,
but also a healthy trunk. Our brains make
connections when we engage in repeated
behaviour - both healthy or unhealthy. The
core practices of daily bible reading, prayer,
and rest are vital for a healthy trunk.

FRUITFULNESS: NEW LIFE

In scripture, fruitfulness equates to
faithfulness and righteousness. In Galatians
it’s connected to spiritual growth. There are
two important aspects of fruit: is it good
fruit? And does it grow faithfully in season?
Fruitfulness is the measure of spiritual
maturity. Fruitfulness is also where
the disposition of the tree turns from
inward to outward, for the fruit of a
tree is a generous gift to the land and
to others; the inward disciplines yield
an outward benefit to the community.

BRANCHING OUT: GROWTH

Sanctification is the theological
concept of growing in faithful obedience
to God. Growth often takes the shape of
branching out beyond what keeps us safe
and comfortable. As such, the branches of a
tree represent new growth opportunities that
stretch us beyond ourselves, growth that will
eventually bear fruit. The Holy Spirit gives us
gifts so that we are equipped for the calling
before us. Those gifts are new opportunities
we can branch out into.

